
 

DOTTY to ‘SIX’ 
 

This resource has been inspired by the materials on NRICH. Ideas and instructions for Dotty Six can                 

be found on their website:  https://nrich.maths.org/10092 

The content here has been adapted to encourage teachers to think about using concrete materials               

to play the game and think about how they could explore a range of ideas by changing their                  

questioning. 

 

Overview of game 

The game provides opportunities for pupils to develop confidence with addition and subtraction             

within the range set by the adult. This includes all addition and subtraction facts within 10 which                 

pupils often find hard to easily recall. This game provides a fun way for pupils to not only                  

understand these facts but over time develop the ability to recall them instantly without needing to                

work them out.  This is useful when moving on to solving more complex calculations. 

 

Resources required 

The resources will vary depending on how you decide to play the game. 

● Dice 1-6 (or variations of this) 

● Egg boxes/patterns cards/empty grids 

● Counters/bottle lids 

● Paper grids/white boards and pens 

 

How to play 

● Players take turns to roll a die and place counters in the grid/colour in dots on the grid.  

● A player can’t split their amount over two boxes so if there isn’t enough space they have to use                   

a different box. 

● If the number they roll is no longer possible to place they miss a turn. 

● You win boxes by being the last person to fill the box and mark it by placing a cross in your pen                      

colour (or other marker) in that box. 

● The overall winner is the person who wins the most boxes. 

 

By using a pre-drawn grid initially, this helps pupils who are at the early stages of either counting or                   

the early stages of being able to work out addition and subtraction facts. 

You can see a variety of examples of how this game could be played with different resources below: 
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Throughout the game players will start to become more familiar with addition and subtraction, 

within the range set by the adult.  

Encourage players to predict what they would like to throw and why: 

● What would be the best number to roll and why? 

○ If playing to six for example, pupils may identify that 6 is the best number to roll but at 

some point all the boxes will be partially or completely filled so you can then ask pupils if ‘6’ 

is still the best number to roll and why/why not? 

○ Similarly 6 will not always be the only ‘best’ number, as boxes become partially filled other 

numbers become equally desirable. 

● What would be the worst number to roll and why? 

● What would be an ok number to roll and why? 

○ For example, towards the end you may have boxes with just ‘4’ and ‘2’ spaces (or other 

numbers) so while the best numbers to roll would now be 4 and 2 and the worst numbers 

would be 5 and 6, ok numbers would be 1 and 3 as this will still allow you to take a turn but 

doesn’t win you any boxes.  

As play develops the number of options increases and this encourages players to  recognise ‘how 

many more’ they need to win a box.  

 

Extensions/adaptations 

● Use paper/whiteboards to draw the grid and pupils have to draw the dots inside the grid. 

At the early stages of this, you may provide them with an example of a dot pattern they have 

to reproduce in the grid.  This is slightly less structured than the examples above but still 

more structured than just specifying the number but not how it is drawn (See image below 

with the 3 x 3 grid and the example of the dot pattern that needs to be copied inside each 

one.)  This provides a good opportunity for pupils to copy patterns too.  

● Reduce/increase the number of grids. 

● Reduce/Increase the number in each box from from 3 - 12 (you probably wouldn’t want 

more than 12 as the number becomes a little unmanageable for this game).  

● Alter the number of dice used in the game ( players could add, subtract, multiply, divide).  

● Use dice that have numerals.  

 

In this version the players had to make a nine array pattern (only six dots are visible in the image).  

 

Resources required:  

● Whiteboard  

● 2 pens (different colours, one for each player) 

● Dice  1-6 

 

How to play (ADDITION): 

● Player one throws the dice and places that number of dots within one box on 

the grid matching the pattern from the example drawn to the side of the grid.  

● Player two throws the dice and decides where to place their dots within the 

grid.  

● The first player to complete the array of nine wins that box and can place a 

cross in that box.  

● If a player can’t place dots in a box because there isn’t space, they miss a turn. 

Play continues until all boxes are won and players then work out who won the most boxes.  
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How to play (SUBTRACTION): 

● Start with the desired number/pattern of dots (e.g. 9 or 6 as above) drawn in each box on the 

grid. 

● Player one throws the dice and RUBS OUT that number of dots within one box on the grid. 

● Player two throws the dice and decides which dots to rub out next.  

● The first player to empty the box wins that box and can place a cross in that box.  

● If a player can’t rub dots out because there aren’t enough, they miss a turn. 

Play continues until all boxes are won and players then work out who won the most boxes.  

 

Extending to include oral and written recording: 

Pupils can be encouraged to orally say and/or record in writing the equations for each of their 

problems.  This could be in the form of:  

 

● Addition problems:  

4 spots coloured in already + 1 more spot = 5 spots altogether so 4 + 1 = ?... 4 + 1 = 5 

 

● Missing number addition problems: 

Encouraging pupils to record an equation for how many more dots to fill the box e.g. 4 dots 

coloured in and 6 dots in total so 4 + ? = 6.  The missing number is 2. 

 

● Subtraction problems:  

There were 6 spots to colour in but 4 have now been coloured, how many left to colour in?  6 - 4 

= ?... 6 - 4 = 2 

OR There were 6 spots in the box and I’ve rubbed out 4, how many are left in the box?  6 - 4 = 

?... 6 - 4 = 2 

 

Can you think of any other ways that pupils could explore written recording with this game? 
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Taking the Game Outside - ‘Stones and Cones’ 

 
Resources required:  

● Chalk (2 colours) 

● A range of stones and cones (quantity will vary depending on target number and grid size) 

● Dice  1-6 

 

How to play (ADDITION): 

● Decide on the grid size and target number for each 

grid (and pattern if desired). 

● Players decide whether they are ‘STONES’ or 

‘CONES’. 

● Player one throws the dice and places that number 

of ‘STONES’ within one box on the grid (matching 

the pattern from the example to the side of the grid 

if one was used).  

● Player two throws the dice and decides where to 

place their ‘CONES’ within the grid.  

● The first player to complete the array of the target 

number (e.g. nine) wins that box and can place a cross in that box in their chalk colour (or one 

could be naughts and the other, crosses, as in the photo). 

● If a player can’t place their item (‘STONES’ or ‘CONES’) in a box because there isn’t space, they 

miss a turn. 

Play continues until all boxes are won and players then work out who won the most boxes.  

 

How to play (SUBTRACTION) Version 1: 

● Start with the desired number/pattern of STONES or CONES or a mix of both (e.g. 9 or 6 as 

above) placed in each box on the grid. 

● Player one throws the dice and removes that number of items within one box on the grid. 

● Player two throws the dice and removes that number of items.  

● If a player can’t remove items because there aren’t enough, they miss a turn. 

● The first player to empty the box wins that box and can place a cross in that box.  

Play continues until all boxes are won and players then work out who won the most boxes.  

 
How to play (SUBTRACTION) Version 2: 
● Decide on the grid size and target number in each box.  Fill half the boxes with ‘STONES’ and 

half the boxes with ‘CONES’.  (It’s up to you how half is achieved e.g. boxes filled with only 

stones or cones OR a mixture of both.) 

● Players decide whether they are ‘STONES’ or ‘CONES’ 

● Player one throws the dice and removes that number of their item (e.g. ‘STONES’).  They can 

only remove their items and not their partners. 

● Player two throws the dice and removes that number of their item (e.g. ‘CONES’). 

● If a player can’t remove items because there aren’t enough, they miss a turn. 

● The first player to remove all their items wins. 

Play continues until all boxes are won and players then work out who won the most boxes.  
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Fractions, decimals and percentages: 

 

A reminder that before embarking on these games, concepts such as fractions, decimals and              

percentages need to be fully explored through teaching and the use of concrete materials first. This                

could include using materials such as Decimats (available from New Zealand Material Masters),             

Dienes Equipment, Numicon and Cuisenaire Rods. This will allow pupils to make sense of the maths.                

After pupils have made sense of the concepts, they can use the games (which include materials or                 

visuals) to practise and reinforce their understanding.  

 

Fractions 
 

Resources required 

The resources will vary depending on how you decide to play the game. 

● Write on dice OR spinner (hand drawn is fine and you can use a              

pencil and paperclip for the spinner part - see picture) 

● Pattern grids (e.g. the Dotty to 6 grid or a grid written onto a              

whiteboard or the ‘decimat’ grid shown below ) 

● Pens of 2 colours 

 

How to play (Understanding equivalent fractions) 

● Players take turns to roll a die/spin a spinner and colour in that             

amount.  

E.g. If playing on the dotty to 6 grid (left image below) and using a spinner labelled (⅙ to 6/6, ⅓                     

to 3/3 and ½ to 2/2) a player that rolled ⅔ would colour in 4 of the 6 dots because ⅔ of 6 is 4 or 4                           

would be 2 out of 3 equal sized groups). 

E.g. If playing on the decimat grid (right image below) pupils need to have had experience                

working with decimats before and have the full 10 ‘labelled’ as one whole therefore knowing               

that each box within that 10 is worth 1/10. Using the spinner above, if a pupil landed on ⅘, they                    

would colour in 8 boxes on one of the decimats because ⅘ of 10 is 8 or 8 would be 4 out of 5                        

equal sized groups). 

● A player can’t split their amount over two boxes so if there isn’t enough space they have to use                   

a different box. 

● If the fraction they roll is no longer possible to place they miss a turn. 

● You win boxes by being the last person to fill the box and mark it by placing a cross in your pen                      

colour (or other marker) in that box. 

● The overall winner is the person who wins the most boxes. 
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The game above could be extended to adding and subtracting fractions (either with like or unlike 

denominators).  As each player adds more to each box they need to articulate and record in writing 

what has happened e.g. ⅖ + ⅗ = 5/5 = 10/10 = one whole 

 

If you start with all the squares/circles etc. coloured in/marked on then you can rub them out as 

you go e.g. let’s imagine 7/10 of a decimat was left and the player rolled 2/10  they would rub out 

two more of the tenths and articulate/record 7/10 - 2/10 = 5/10. 

 

Decimals - Tenths 
● The game above with the decimat grid could be adapted so that the spinner had decimals                

on, instead of fractions e.g. 0, 0.1, 0.2… to 0.9, 1 

● You could have a mixture of both decimals and fractions to help pupils see the relationship                

between the two. 

 

Decimals - Hundredths 
● The decimat grid above could be adapted so that pupils are using a grid made up of decimats                  

to represent hundredths. (See below) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

● Pupils could use two spinners (one for tenths and one for hundredths). Each time they spin                

both spinners and add the result e.g. 0.4 + 0.08 = 0.48. They then colour that amount on the                   

decimat. As with other games, the amount cannot be split across multiple decimats. If there               

is not enough space, they miss a turn. 

 

This decimat could also be used for the FRACTIONS game and could now be extended to include                 

quarters as well. 

 

Decimals - Thousandths 
● The decimat grid above could be adapted so that pupils are using a grid made up of decimats                  

to represent thousandths. (See NZ Material Masters Decimat for an example) 
 

Percentages 
● Pupils can use the ‘hundredths’ decimat grid above to extend the game to include              

percentages. 

● This could then be extended further to include a mixture of common fractions, decimals and               

percentages to support pupils to see the relationships between them. 
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